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(Gjirokastra)

Two historical dates (November 7-th and 8-th)

On November 7-th 1917 Russian Proletars in leadership of the
Communist Party throughout revolution took the Power to their hands from the
bourgeois. This was a triumph no only for Russian People, but for the world
working class and peasants.
The history has showed that the power from the bourguasy can be take
only with force. That is possible when in the head of workers and peasants are
an M-L truthful party. The Power will be immortal when it born from the working
class and the peasantry and is in their service.
Peaceful way is only an illusion in present reality where big capital
representatives are to do everything to don’t let the power to the middle capital
representatives and no more to the working class and the peasantry. The
teaching of October Revolution are actually for them which are aspiring for
truthful of the freedom, equality and rightness.
Transformations of Russia from a backward feud Borges country to a
developed country, and the heart of the world people was realized in leadership
of Lenin and Stalin. The Hrushovites revisionists with their followers had
destroyed socialist system in Soviet Union doing a big service the international
capital.
On November 8-th 1941 Albanian communists with Enver Hoxha in head
founded Communist Party of Albania. It organized the people in the struggle
against Nazis and fascism till in full victory in November 29, 1944.

In leadership of CPA (Some years latter his name is change to Party of
Labour of Albania.) in our country are realized transformations that didn’t be
imagined before. Up 80 % of the peoples were illiterate. Infectious diseases
(malaria, zoo noses, tuberculosis, etc) were present everywhere. Middle life was
38 years.
On 1956 Albania has not yet more illiterates, no more malaria, syphilitic,
and a very small people with infectious diseases. On 1960 the medical service
was free for all people. It has been free only partly during the years 1945-1960.
The collectivization and industrialization created economic bases for
further transformations to all the fields of the life. The Education, science, culture,
electrification arrived greats transformations. The Albania was one from 10
countries in the world that on the end of the years ‘70 had one doctor for fewer
than 1000 habitants and middle life was 72 years. On 1985 income for capita
were 1700 $ per year.
The renegade Ramis Alia and his collaborators destroyed socialism in
Albania gradually with diabolic reforms so as the Hrushovites in Soviet Union.
That is a good teaching for truthful communists how to protect the Party and the
Power from fifth column and foreign enemies.



Colonizers out from Kosovo!

Self-determination movement is wrestles with UNMIK forces in Kosovo. The
leader of this organization Albin Kurti together with about 20 protestants is
arrested from UNMIK polices. The protestants were seeking the moving away of
new colonizers from Kosovo. The situation in Kosovo is in doorstep of a new
insurgence to won independence want or no the west. That critical situation is
declared of a journalist that has seen this reality everywhere in Albanian province
which was divided from big imperialist Power on 1913 in composition of more
than 2/3 of the Albanian territory and population. These parts of these territories
today are in the composition of Montenegro, Macedonia and Greece. Up one
hundred thousand Albanian are killed and massacred to our neighbor countries
from chauvinist forces during 20-th century.



Cautiously with the Cameria ownership!

Up 250.000 Albanians Cams are throwing out on 1946 from their house and
motherland in Cameria province in North of Greece. They are stopped to return
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till now in their house with the absurd pretend of the Greek government “as
collaborators of Nazis”. The Greek law which denied taking of their houses and
the lands from the Cameria population is a danger step that will have hard
consequences for Greek people. The Greek politicians didn’t learn from the
history of their alias in Balkan in relation with Albanians. The day of a new tragic
conflict will be not far due to Cameria unsolved problem. The communists will not
wish to happen this thing, but cannot accept nor Greek behavior with our fellowcountryman of Cameria Province.



Why come priestess in Albania ?

Top channel television informed with picture and voices the immoral behaviors of
the catholic and orthodox priestess that were working in Albania. They were
homosexual and pedophiles. Their actions are registered with hidden camera.
The people are asking: Why are coming the Christ missionaries in Albania? For
disgraceful acts?
Albania has not need for these men. This “help” of Orthodox and Catholic Church
don’t promised never from our people.


100 days of Berisha’s government

During the election campaign the leader of Democratic Party, neo-Nazi Sali
Berisha declared that with coming in power:
1-will be halved taxes,
2-will decrease unemployment number
3-will decrease criminality
4-will increase the hours with electric power to 24 ours
5- Will increase income to everyone
6-will increase salaries of doctors, teachers (2 fold) and the others.
7-will liberalists accepting of students in University
After 100 days the situation is other and perspective is yet worse.
1- The taxes are same and prices are higher for all goods
2-the number of the employment is increased from alimentation of small
end middle enterprises as consequence of the electric power crises.
3-the criminality is in high level
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4-in 100 days only 50 % of times has electric power and other times is
darkness in the cities and in villages.
5-the incomes of population are same but economic situation is badly as
consequence of increasing of the prices.
6-the salary is the same as before.
7- His government closed 3 new Universities in Dures, Berat and Fier that
are open from the socialist government.
The Berisha’s government has begun a struggle with local power and has
created a terror situation in the country. Coming of ganger criminals from other
country in Albania after coming of Berisha in power is a signal very bad. The
organization and strengthen of left front is very important in that situation.



Visas MAFIA

On July 2-th, 1990 the West states have open the doors of embassies in Tirana
for Albanians to go in Greece, Italia, France, Germany, and other countries. This
event has happen the day when Kosovo representatives declared the will of the
people for the Kosovo Republic.
The enemies of the Albanian Nation in cooperation with one other putted to
eclipse this historical event. The leader of DP Sali Berisha has declared that for
passing of about 5 thousand men in Tirana embassies, new opposite in process
gave his contribute. Renegade Ramis Alia in other side has declared that the
West want to created a civil war in Albania.
The West invited Albanians till March 1991 in these countries to
destabilized situation in our country. After this time the west closed the door for
Albanians. Thousand yanger that was thinking the West Country like a field with
flowers, lost their life in mountains and seas to arrive illegally to the promised
paradise. If before 1990 some yangers was suggested from foreign propaganda
towards the West, after this time the cause was other. Majority of enterprises and
farms were closed and destroyed after the promising of white check from the
West to DP. About 1 million worker and peasants now were in the streets without
any income. The miscarriage Pyramidal firms, the creature of the Democratic
Party in power, brought a tragic situation on 1997. The people lost 2 billion
dollars.
The anarchy and the criminal behavior of some danger elements did the
life more difficulty in Albania. Thousand people by the sea and mountains left to
the West countries. Unfortunately this country exercised inhuman crimes with
unlucky Albanians. The Italian military ship “Sibila” blowed the ship with Albanian
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refugees in Adriatic Sea to send in the bottom about 150 persons between them
women and children. Many other are killed in the border from neighbor’s solders.
Tens others have lost their life in the mountains with snow.
After 1991 in Albania has thrived market of visas to the West countries.
This MAFIA now is taking millions dollar every year from unlucky men. Top
channel television has demonstrated time after time the functioning of MAFIA in
our country. Everyone is now conscious why the West had as love to Albanians
yesterday. The bourgeois wanted to do this people slave like other peoples in the
world and this aim was realized after 1990...



The Berisha’s government
independent “ institutions

has

exercised

pressure

to

the”

Prime minister neo-Nazi Sali Berisha has exercised pressure up presidencies,
attorney’s office and local power. This behavior is very danger because he wants
to have everything in his hand like when was president in the years 1992-1997.
In this way he created the fascist zing of the life in Albania. That was one of the
reasons of people revolts on 1997.
The Berisha’s government has stopped the buildings of streets in Tirana
with the absurd pretentious when State High Control and People’s Advocate
were declared in the side of the Local Power of Tirana (Local Power in Tirana is
dominated from Socialist Party).
Another signal of the primitive revenge is the provocation of his militants to
popular leader of revolts of 1997, Gjolek Malaj. His imprisoning was a hideous
crime of DP, but yet more hideous is pressure to the law-court to take longer in
prison Mr. Gjolek. That is an attack to people which were getting up against his
Nazis-fascist dictature with people’s son like Gjolek Mala.


10 years before and today

Ten years before on December 22-24-th 1994 in Ischia Italy Comity for
reconstruction of Italian Communist Party (m-l) organized an international
conference in 100 anniversary of Friedrich Engel’s’ death. In this activity the
communists changed their experience in them countries in construing of their
parties in the way that open Marks, Engel’s, Lenin and Stalin. Our Party in
illegality had his representative which spoke about hard situation in Albania. The
conference took some decides. After the Ischias conference are hold some
others meetings in Circa, London, Thessaloniqi, Bruksel, etc, where our party
has had its representatives.
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We think that the situation in the world is criticaly. A hand of big bourgeoisie
has in his hand up 85 % of the world incomes whereas some billion people
possess small piece. Do is not that situation in doorstep of the proletarian
revolution? We can respond: YES and NO.
Yes because of the objective conditions. No, because of the subjective
conditions.
The truth communist Parties will be ready to realize their historical role if
begin revolutionary actions in protection of wide masses interests of the workers
and the peasants. The workers of Marks, Engel’s, Lenin, Stalin and Enver are
best guide till the victory. For this purpose the bourgeoisie with its servants are
doing an uninterrupted struggle against them.



The Albanian communists toward a sole Party

The Albanian communists put to work to build a sole Party. This wish of
two parties and groups is stressed in 15-th congress of PLA on December 25,
2005 in Tirana. In this congress are considered positive the steps of relations
with m-l Parties in the world. The participation of our representatives in
international meetings where is gave modest contribute in the unification and
the coordination of communist movement and anti-imperialist front.
First secretary of PLA was elected comrade Muharrem Xhafa.



The Gjirokastra city and Polifonia –treasures of the world culture

UNESCO has declared the city of Gjirokastra and polyphony (song) the
treasures of the world culture. That is with participations that do them with
important value for all the world peoples. The men from every side of the globe
which have seen this city are astonished with stone buildings from the base to
the roof. The streets are with pavement from grandfather, sons and grandsons.
A miracle is and polyphony (Laberia’s song). Throughout these songs the
people has transmitted the history from generate to generate in the centuries.
Socialist system gave a great contribute to protect and to
make more perfect these treasure. For this purpose are invested mental and
material energy, but after 1990 this treasure is abandoned. Many houses are
destroyed from let without invest in reconstruction. Twenty famous museums
after 1990 are closed or robbed for different aims.
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Solidarity with Spanish communist prisoners in France!

Albanians communists are taking part in protests together with all communists in
the side of seven PCE (r) and GRAPO prisoners; Marcos Martín Ponce, Gema
Belén Rodríguez Miguel, Maria Angeles Ruiz Villa, Fernando Hierro Chomon,
Joaquín Garrido Gonzalez, Josefina García Aramburu and Marcos Regueira
Fernández which are imprisoned in France arbitrarily since 2002 :
“End the isolation terror!”
“Revolutionary will can’t be surrendered!”
“Revolutionary prisoners are our honor!”
“Freedom to prisoners!”
“End isolation cruelty”.
(This bulletin is prepared in Gjirokastra to inform INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNIST MOUVEMENT for the developments in Albania)

Happy New Year 2006!
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